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Favour Box
You Will Need:
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Machine (660200) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Express Machine (660850) or
Sizzix® Big Shot™ Plus Machine (660020)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Tattered Florals (656640)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Garden Greens (659436)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Flower 3-D (657822)
Sizzix® Bigz™ Die - Floressa (659708)
Sizzix® Movers & Shapers™ L Die - Pillow Box w/Labels (658268)
Ivory and pale green card
Wired pearl embellishments
Artificial flower stamen
Hessian fabric
Twine

How to Make (3-D Flowers):
1.

Use a pair of tweezers to grip the end of one of the 3-D flowers and roll towards the centre before securing with a glue gun. Use the same tweezers

How to Make (Carnation Style Flowers):
1.

Take three of the die-cut Tattered Floral flowers and soak them in clean water for about one minute. Place the blunt end of a thin paint brush in the
centre of one of the flowers and form the flower around the shaft, remove the paint brush and twist creating surprisingly natural creases in the card.

2.

Leave one of the flowers quite tightly twisted and allow the other two to open out a little more.

3.

Once the flowers have dried they will be very stiff. Mount all of the flowers together using the tight flower in the centre to create a carnation style
effect.
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How to Make (Flowers with Green Stamen):
1.

Take the small daisy flower cut with the Tattered Florals die and form as with the flower above and leave to dry.

2.

Make a hole in the centre of each and insert the artificial stamen before securing at the rear with a glue gun and trimming away any excess.

How to Make (Leaves):
1.

Die-cut the leaves from pale green card and form the leaves using a ball end stylus and foam rubber mat to add a little dimension.

How to Make:
1.

Take a piece of stiff card which is slightly larger than the area of the box on the die and attach a piece of Hessian fabric using spray adhesive.

2.

Place the card/Hessian fabric side down onto the die and cut the box.

3.

Fold the box along the embossed crease lines and secure with a length of rough string or twine.

4.

Attach an assortment of flowers, leaves and a wired pearl embellishment using a glue gun.
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